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Module 7: Work
Job preferences

Importance of learning languages
Describing work experience - preterite and imperfect tenses

Applying for a summer job
Discussing gap years - conditional tense

Future plans and aspirations

Module 2: School Life
School subjects, facilities and uniform

Opinions on subjects
Discussing lessons in using a variety of tenses

Describing a school
Extra curricular activities and achievements

School rules
Exchanges

Module 4: Interests and Influences
Describing hobbies, TV and films

Sports using jugar and hacer
Role models

Different types of entertainment
Talking about trends

Module 1/4: Life, Family and Friends
Introductions

Present tense - ser and tener
Personality adjectives and physical descriptions

Negatives
Numbers

Pets and colour adjectives
Family members and age

Module 3: School
School subjects and opinions - gustar

Present tense recap
Pronunciation

Introduction to -ER and IR verbs
Describing schools - hay

Break times

Module 2: Free Time
Likes, dislikes and opinions

Present tense - AR
Cognates

Sports using hacer and jugar
Questions

Module 5: My Town
Describing where you live - vivir

Regular IR endings
Describing what is in a town - hay/no hay

Telling the time
Radically changing verbs

Organising to go out
Introduction to near future tense

Module 2: My Life
Talking about technology

Present tense recap
Likes, dislikes and opinions - third person

Comparatives
Preterite recap

Module 1: Holidays
Introduction to grammar

Summer plans
Holiday preferences

Describing past holidays - preterite tense
Booking accommodation, dealing with
problems and requesting information

What will I learn in Spanish?

Module 5: Cities
Places in town and directions
Shops and buying souvenirs

Problems in a town - perfect and conditional tense
Features of a region

Describing a visit in the past
Weather - future tense

Module 3: Food
Opinions of food - present tense

Preparing for a party - future tense
Breakfast

Ordering in a restaurant
Shopping

Module 4: Going Out
Inviting someone to to out
Accepting and declining

Conditional tense
Clothes - future tense

Our Lady's 
Catholic High School

Module 1: My Holidays
Present tense recap

Preterite tense -AR, ER and IR verbs 
Irregular preterite 

Module 5: Summer
Summer plans - future tense

Describing a holiday - present tense
Holiday activities

Summer camp activities - future tense
Gap year opportunities

Module 3: People 
Socialising and family members

Physical and personality descriptions
Relationships with family and friends - reflexive verbs

Social networks
Reading preferences

Making arrangements to go out

Module 8: Environment
Key language for housing and local area

Habits to help the environment 
Discussing global issues and local action

Describing natural disasters and healthy lifestyles
Importance of sporting events

Module 6: Customs
Describing meal times and daily routines

Typical foods in different countries
Ordering in a restaurant

Spanish festivals
Music festivals

Describing a special occasion


